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Plagiarism and Bollywood: Rethinking Cultural Appropriation 

by Kara Baer (Filmi Girl) 

 Over the last couple of years, major American film studios have begun to pay 

more attention to the films coming out of the popular Hindi film industry, colloquially 

referred to as Bollywood (Bombay + Hollywood).  As American money trickles into 

Mumbai financing films like Saawaryia (Sony, 2007) and Chandni Chowk to China 

(Warner Brothers, 2009), the lax Bollywood attitude towards intellectual property has 

begun to come under fire.  In August of 2009, BR Films was ordered to pay $200,000 to 

Twentieth Century Fox Studios1 for allegedly illegally remaking My Cousin Vinny (1992) 

as Banda Yeh Bindass Hai (unreleased), starring Govinda.  This is an unprecedented step, 

which may well have a chilling effect on the traditionally open Bollywood attitude 

towards copyright and intellectual property, and paving the way for American film 

studios to sell the rights for remakes or to even produce their own remakes in Bollywood. 

And yet, American companies have not had a good run in Bollywood so far - not with 

American product and not with films financed by American companies.   

If remaking films for the Indian market were as simple as the types of remakes 

Americans are used to, then the newly vigilant posture of Hollywood against them would 

make sense.  But as it is, films made for a Bollywood audience are wildly different in 

composition and structure from non-Indian films.  And while Bollywood filmmakers may 

be “inspired,” to use the industry term, by American films, the process of translating that 

inspiration from a Western-style narrative to a Bollywood narrative transforms the 

original story into something else entirely.  Films often include a variety of “inspirations” 

                                                
1 Shalini Dore, “‘Vinny’ wins second case,” Variety, August 17-23, 2009, 3 
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in their narratives, ranging from scenes or bits of dialogue from other older Bollywood 

films, south Indian films, East Asian films, stage dramas, and traditional stories, along 

with Hollywood movies (Nayar, 74).  Using the Bollywood film Heyy Babyy (2007), 

inspired by Three Men and a Baby2 (1987), as a representative example, I argue that in 

most cases where Bollywood has borrowed from American films it changes the material 

enough so that while the borrowed material may resemble the original product, it no 

longer contains the main substance of the original work and cannot strictly be considered 

a remake. 

 Three Men and a Baby, itself closely based on a French film Trois hommes et un 

couffin (Three Men and a Cradle, 1985), is the story of three carefree roommates.  Tom 

Selleck plays Peter, a commitment-phobic architect; Steve Guttenberg plays Michael, a 

cartoonist who has bad luck with women; and Ted Danson plays Jack, a womanizing 

actor.  Jack leaves to go on a film shoot out of the country and tells Michael and Peter to 

expect a package to be delivered for him while he is gone.  The next day, the two men 

find a baby girl deposited on their doorstep with a heartfelt note pinned from her mother 

pinned on her.  The note explains that the baby is the product of an illicit liaison between 

the mother and Jack, and now, overwhelmed, she can no longer take care of the baby.  

Mistaking the baby for the package Jack had mentioned, the two roommates struggle with 

taking care of the baby and are angry at Jack for leaving this responsibility with them. 

                                                
2 I believe Heyy Babyy to have been inspired by the American film rather than the French 
film for three reasons.  One is that the scene where Arush goes to the grocery store to find 
baby supplies more closely echoes Peter in Three Men and a Baby and the second is that 
the picturization of “Meri Duniya Tu Hi Re” echoes the bonding montage towards the 
end of Three Men and a Baby.  The third is the treatment of the mother figure.  Heyy 
Babyy is itself also a remake of a 1990 Malayam film called Thoovalsparsham but the 
character tropes and narratives in use in Hindi film are shared with other popular Indian 
cinemas. 
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Meanwhile, they are beginning to love the baby as their own.  Tired and worn-out, when 

some suspicious looking men come to pick up a package from Jack, Peter and Michael, 

still under the impression that the package is the baby, hand her over to them.  Peter and 

Michael, worried about the baby and suspicious about the men, belatedly realize that the 

men were not there for the baby but for a package of drugs that had also been delivered.  

They get the baby back and the drug dealers leave without their package, setting up their 

return later in the story.  Jack returns and is upset and scared about having a baby 

daughter.  He calls his mother to come take care of her for him but she refuses.  

Eventually, Jack, Peter, and Michael all grow to love the baby and become excellent 

fathers; the drug dealers are delivered to justice; and, finally, in the last narrative 

development, the mother returns for her child but the men are unwilling to give the baby 

up and so invite they woman to live with them in the apartment.  The last sequence shows 

the four happy roommates with their communal child. 

While Heyy Babyy  takes some plot elements from Three Men and a Baby, it is 

not a remake in the same way that Three Men and a Baby was a remake of Trois hommes 

et un couffin.  Heyy Babyy is also the story of three male roommates who must take care 

of a baby girl but the plot differs substantially from Three Men and a Baby.  In Heyy 

Babyy, the three roommates are all big womanizers: Arush, played by Akshay Kumar, Al, 

played by Fardeen Khan, and Tanmay, played by Ritesh Deshmukh.  They wake up one 

morning to discover an abandoned baby girl on their doorstep with a note saying “Kutte! 

Kaminey! Apni beti ko sambhal!” (“Dog! Bastard! Take care of your own daughter!”3) 

The three men adjust to parenthood while also trying to locate the child’s mother, who 

                                                
3 Heyy Babyy, DVD, directed by Sajid Khan, Mumbai, India: Nadiadwala Grandson 
Entertainment, 2007. 
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could reveal which among them is the real father.  After many mishaps and frustrations 

encountered in a search to find the baby’s mother, and worn out from parenting, the men 

give up and decide to leave the baby on the doorstep of a church on Christmas Eve.  

When it starts to rain, the men race back to the church to make sure the baby is okay only 

to find that she has become seriously ill in the rain.  They take her to a hospital and while 

the baby is in intensive care, Al has an epiphany about his Muslim heritage and begins to 

pray.  The baby girl is saved in a Christmas miracle and the men bond with her. They are 

disappointed when the mother, Isha, played by Vidya Balan, appears just before 

intermission to take her baby back.   

The second half of the film reveals the father to be Arush, who had seduced the 

Isha at a wedding.  Isha’s father had given away the child without her permission and told 

her that the baby had died.  After Isha’s father had a heart attack, he confessed to her his 

role in the plot to get rid of her baby. Isha has been frantically trying to track the baby 

down ever since.  Of course, the men do not want to give the baby up, but they recognize 

the claim of the mother.  Isha refuses to let them have contact, understandably still 

furious at Arush, but she eventually agrees to a wager: if she can find a husband who will 

accept her as a single mother within one week she can keep the baby, otherwise the men 

will get the baby.  The three men, who would very much like to keep the baby, try to 

sabotage her chances by pulling ridiculous stunts so they can continue to see the baby, 

until Isha figures the game out and calls the whole thing off.  The film ends with a 

heartwarming reconciliation between Arush and Isha.  Clearly, the Bollywood film has 

changed the American narrative.  
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The changes made to Heyy Babyy, and other films inspired from American films, 

are not random.  The filmmakers adapt the idea behind the film, in this case, the idea that 

three men would adopt a baby girl and grow up in the process, to fit within the constraints 

of traditional Bollywood film narratives.  Indian films made for a mass audience, the type 

that Bollywood produces, are always omnibus films.  These films combine a variety of 

different genres such as romance, action, mystery, and family drama within one film.  

Each film differs in the amount of the plot elements that it offers but in most cases the 

narratives will be anchored on a romance (Kasbekar, 287), usually tied into a theme of 

family reunion by featuring a wedding or the promise of a wedding by the end, though 

which traditional community values are upheld.  Family, tradition, and religion are three 

themes that appear again and again in popular Hindi language films. (Nayar, 87)  But 

turning an American film into a Bollywood-style omnibus entertainer involves more than 

just adding a few subplots.  A change in thematic content is required, as is the addition of 

specific character tropes and, most importantly, songs. 

All popular Indian films use songs as part of the narrative, unlike the American 

film musical, which is a separate genre of film.  The way songs are used in Bollywood 

films is closer to the classic Broadway stage shows of the early part of the 20th century.  

And while entertainment is certainly one function of a song in Bollywood films, it is not 

the only function.  Songs can be used to express varied romantic feelings, to provide an 

outlet for grief, to show brotherly or sisterly affection, to provide comedic relief, to stoke 

patriotic sentiments, and to even showcase exemplary moral values within a family.  

When a song is added a particular moment in a narrative it adds emphasis to whatever 

emotion is being expressed at that point, deepening the emotional resonance of the story 
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point.  Heyy Babyy has 5 songs as part of its narrative, all written by the songwriting team 

of Shahkar-Ehasaan-Loy.  The fifth song, “Mast Kalander”, is a special appearance song, 

and what is usually called a “pure entertainer” or “item song”, and is not relevant to the 

discussion but the other four songs are. 

Character tropes used in popular Indian films have no real equivalent in American 

film narratives and one of the biggest differences between Three Men and a Baby and 

Heyy Babyy is the creation of the Hero and Heroine.  The Hero is the center of any 

popular Indian film.  At first glance, the Hero would seem to be nothing more than the 

male protagonist but this is only scratching the surface.  The Hero of popular Indian film 

is the man who is the active agent in the film.  Through his actions, wrongs will be 

righted, families united, and community values upheld, even if this means sacrificing him 

life or his personal happiness. As Dwyer notes, the Hero is so important to Bollywood 

films that audiences can and do categorize films by the Heroes (Dwyer 2002, 149). 

While the three men in Three Men and a Baby all had about equal amounts of 

screen time, the same is not the case in Heyy Babyy, where the relationship is structured 

as a Hero with two sidekicks and audiences will have understood that Akshay Kumar was 

the hero immediately. The group of actors who play Heroes tend to only play Heroes and 

Akshay Kumar is a very popular Hero, Heyy Babyy was just one of four blockbuster hits 

that he had in 2007.  Fardeen Khan and Ritesh Deshmukh are better known for playing 

these types of secondary male lead roles (or sidekicks).  So, while the equality of 

friendship between men in Three Men and a Baby is demonstrated over the opening 

credits, as Michael (Steve Gutenberg) paints a mural of the three on the wall of their 

apartment, Heyy Babyy, opens with a voice over narration from Arush.  Although Jack, 
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the Ted Danson character in Three Men and a Baby, is the father of the baby, his role is 

not more important than Peter’s or Michael’s and Jack is not even on screen for a long 

stretch of time in the middle of the film, which would be unheard of for a Bollywood 

Hero. 

The first song, “Hey Baby,” is visualized over the opening of the film to showcase 

what womanizers the three roommates are.  The song is set in an opulent night club and 

shows the three men dancing with each other, showing what good friends they are, and 

also dancing with a series of well-known starlets and item girls.  All three men are clearly 

painted as successful womanizers and their lifestyle is one very far removed from stable 

family life.  Bollywood films have a long tradition of what is called an item song.  The 

item songs are used to both titillate the audience with highly sexualized dancing from 

women, called item girls, and to signify decadence and bad moral values.  Item songs 

take place in locations like hotels, nightclubs, or in a gangster’s hideout.  In a classic 

example of what the item song signifies, in Raj Kapoor’s masterpiece Sree 420 (1955), 

the audience knows when the hero has decided to turn his back on traditional moral 

values when he enters into a nightclub/casino and is literally pulled in further by the 

temptress Nadira singing “Mur Mur Ke Na Dekh”  (Don’t look back).  The flashy sets, 

sensual costumes on the women, and the aura of sexual tension remain hallmarks of the 

item song and “Hey Baby” uses these cues to establish the moral character of the three 

men.  The use of starlets known to perform item songs is one cue and the nightclub 

setting is another.  A Bollywood audience would understand immediately that these men 

were starting at the bottom of the morality barrel.  
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 Compare this elaborate characterization with the already mentioned Three Men 

and a Baby opening credit montage.  They both establish the characters of the men, but in 

Three Men and a Baby, the emphasis is on the three men as friends, as shown by the 

prominence given to the mural being painted by Michael, Steve Guttenberg’s character.  

Women are shown entering and leaving the apartment, instead of the touchstone of the 

item song with the focus on the moral character of the three men, the opening credits of 

Three Men and a Baby imply that as women come and go, the friendship of the three men 

remains unbroken.  The opening song of Heyy Babyy establishes the three men of this 

film exist outside the boundaries of traditional society and any one of them could be the 

scumbag who fathered a baby out of wedlock. 

If the Hero was going to be the father of the baby in this plot set-up, then the 

Heroine must be the mother of the child.  The Heroine plays opposite the Hero and 

usually in a much-reduced capacity.  It is not unusual for a Heroine to come into the 

narrative only when she is required for romantic scenes with the Hero.  But with the 

character of Heroine comes some very strict moral values.  Speaking of the Heroine of 

earlier cinema, Jerry Pinto explains:  

The leading ladies who drifted across the screens were presented as perfect, 
ethereal, admitting no physicality at all.  Their eyes were either fixed in the 
distance or glistening with the tears of the misunderstood woman.  Their world 
was divided sharply into inside (safe), outside (fraught) and fantasy (romantic).  
To achieve pan-nationality, this idealized figure had to be Hindu, virginal, fair 
and long-haired. (Pinto, 46) 
 

While Heroines have gradually become more sexualized, appearing in bikinis and taking 

a more active role in their romances, there are still boundaries that are not crossed, most 

importantly: the Heroine is still virginal, without previous lovers (Nayar, 82). 
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Unlike in Three Men and a Baby, where the mother willingly gives up the baby 

only to have a change of heart to come back for it, in Heyy Babyy, Isha, the mother, has 

her baby taken from her unwillingly.  When Isha finds that her baby is alive, she comes 

back for her right away.  The idea that the Heroine is the kind of person who would give 

up a baby is not keeping within the family values that Bollywood movies promote.  A 

mother, especially when she is also the Heroine, would never give away her children.  

The theme of motherhood is an important one in popular Hindi films and as Jerry Pinto 

explains it, “the myth of motherhood allows no taint. A mother must be perfect or she is 

no mother at all.” (Pinto, 46)  

While idea of an out-of-wedlock birth can be worked around by having the couple 

eventually marry, the idea that a mother would voluntarily give up her child is not 

acceptable to a Bollywood audience.  One classic example of this is from the 1968 film 

Brahmachari, in which a young woman is seduced and gotten pregnant by the villain, a 

man of questionable moral values who is trying to woo the Heroine.  When she tries to 

give her baby away, she is stopped by the Hero of the film, who forces the villain to 

marry her, giving us a happy ending.  Another more recent example of a film in which a 

mother tries to give up her child is the film Chori Chori Chupke Chupke (2001).  The 

Heroine of this film was unable to have children and so she asks her husband to find a 

surrogate to have a child with.  The film makes it clear that only a woman of questionable 

moral values would agree to have somebody else’s child and, indeed, the surrogate is a 

prostitute. But even in this film, the tricky moral situation is handled by having the 

surrogate falls in love with the Hero before sleeping with him. And the climax of the film 

has the surrogate mother unwilling to give up her child until the Hero tells her about what 
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a better life the child would have as a part a stable family unit than with a single mother 

who used to be a prostitute.  The film ends with the baby as part of the father’s family 

and the surrogate agreeing not to return to her old life of moral degradation.  

Not only could a mother not abandon her child, she cannot get remarried. If a 

woman has a child out of wedlock, then if she cannot marry the father, she will not 

marry.  Even if the father of the child is a villain, if a reunion of the parents through a 

wedding is possible, it will take place. In the 1972 film Roti Kapada aur Makaan, one of 

the characters is a young woman who is raped by her baker, tailor, and landlord – as 

referenced in the title: Bread, Clothes, and Housing – and gives birth to a child.  She 

never marries but is portrayed as virtuous for having kept and raised her child.  Along 

those same lines, is the character portrayed by Waheeda Rehman in the classic 1978 film 

Trishul.  In this film, she is a poor woman who is seduced by a man who later decides to 

marry for money and abandons her and her child.  Waheeda literally works herself to 

death and her son grows up with a burning desire to take revenge on his father. There are 

many more examples of negligent fathers but the negligent mother is almost non-existent. 

The Hero and Heroine then have their own separate character requirements but 

the most important is their joint requirement that they share a pure romantic love. Often 

film will draw on traditional sources to show parallels between the young couple and 

classic pairs of lovers in order for the audience to understand the depths and purity of 

emotion being portrayed (Sarrazin, 396). So, while in Three Men and a Baby, it was 

acceptable to American audiences to have the baby be the product of an illicit affair 

based on lust, this was not going to be acceptable for a Bollywood film narrative.  And 
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adding this romantic plot line is biggest difference between Three Men and a Baby and 

Heyy Babyy.   

Due to the structuring of the film, which keeps the Heroine’s identity a mystery 

until intermission, Arush and Isha’s romance is explored in an extended flashback 

sequence, which takes place at a wedding.  The placement of this romantic sequence 

takes place after some bonding sequences with the baby to give Arush some much needed 

character development, so the Arush’s interactions with his Heroine are given the best 

possible spin. Those bonding montages in Heyy Babyy are shown with the film’s second 

song, “Meri Duniya Tu Hi Re.” This song is also the closest that Heyy Babyy comes to 

Three Men and a Baby.  The song is placed just as the three roommates have bonded with 

the baby girl and are enjoying their newfound love of parenthood.  The placement of the 

song is after the men have tried to abandon the baby at the church and had a change of 

heart.  Three Men and a Baby had an equivalent montage near the very end of the film.  

Some of the sequences in the visualization for “Meri Duniya Tu Hi Re” are taken from 

Three Men and a Baby, for instance the images of replacing the bottle of wine in the wine 

rack with baby bottles, the images of the three men singing to the baby, and the men 

walking with the baby stroller with the extended handles so all three can hold it.  In Three 

Men and a Baby, the placement of these sequences is after the Ted Danson character has 

adapted to the baby, the drug plotline has been ended, and the narrative is winding to a 

close.  The scenes of domestic bliss are interrupted by the arrival of the mother of the 

child, who has come to take her back.  The same occurs in Heyy Babyy.  The function of 

the song in Heyy Babyy and the montage in Three Men and a Baby is the same but the 

placement in the narrative is very different. In Heyy Babyy the song occurs just before 
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intermission, and in a sense has just been setting up all the plot elements for the final and 

main portion of the film where the mother and father of the baby reunite, but in Three 

Men and a Baby, it’s just a prelude to the final climax of the film where the mother takes 

the baby back and the men race to the airport to convince her to stay.  In both cases, the 

character growth of the men is almost complete. 

So, when the romance sequences begin, Arush, has already completed his journey 

and the audience can accept that he is able to being a true romance with Isha. In the 

flashback, Arush is shown pretending to be a good guy in order to get Isha to sleep with 

him.  He changes his manner of speech around her, attaching the formal suffix ji to her 

name and referring to other women as Behen-ji (sister).  While this deception is taking 

place, Arush slowly goes from pretending to be a nice guy to actually being a nice guy 

and genuinely falling in love with Isha. She reciprocates his feelings and they sleep 

together after a romantic song duet, “Dholna,” that includes dream images of their own 

marriage, so that the audience is made to understand that this is not a fling but a genuine 

romance.  However, a misunderstanding leads Isha to think that Arush has not given up 

his womanizing past and she runs off, leaving Arush behind. 

 In Three Men and a Baby, the question of a romantic reunion between Jack and 

the mother of the baby is not a part of the narrative.  Their relationship is understood to 

be a purely sexual one and instead of a romantic reunion between the parents forming a 

complete family unit at the end of the film, the roommates’ bond of friendship is 

strengthened and extended to include the mother and her baby.  Since the Heroine is not 

introduced until just before the interval, “Dholna” does some heavy lifting in establishing 

the romance between the Hero and Heroine and contains elements of two types of 
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courtship or meeting songs, which demonstrate the sambhoga or love-in-union as laid out 

in Sarrazin (399). 

 Because at this point in the plot, the Arush is putting on an act to get Isha to sleep 

with him, the song begins with the duet with caveat or ayoga sringar, in which one of the 

couple, in this case Isha, is under an illusion about the true intentions of Arush.  They 

engage in some teasing behavior, which references the religious stories of Krishna and 

the milkmaids (Sarrazin, 399).  Arush follows Isha around and teases her and Isha 

demures until she has a visualization of the two of them around the sacred marriage fire.  

In this sequence, the crowd disappears and Isha and Arush are alone, showing the 

intimacy and commitment that she feels towards him.  After the wedding sequence, Isha 

is sanctioned to sleep with Arush, since the audience will understand that her feelings are 

pure.  After their dream marriage, Arush and Isha are surrounded by their friends, who 

then dance with the bride and groom of the real wedding.  The peer group supports the 

couple and further legitimizes the relationship between them.  The love-making scene 

that comes at the end of the song is no longer a seduction but rather an expression of 

mutual love.  “Dholna” furthers Arush’s transformation from a womanizing jerk to lover, 

so that the audience can believe that he is genuinely upset over his deceptive behavior 

with Isha and desires to continue a romantic relationship with her even after she becomes 

angry with him over a misunderstanding regarding his past womanizing behavior. 

The fourth song in Heyy Babyy is also part of this romantic narrative. “Jaane Bhi 

De” follows on the heels of “Dholna” and is another romantic song, with which Arush 

tries to woo back Isha so they can reunite and give the baby a solid family unit. Arush 

sings his contrition as he follows Isha around Sydney as she takes the baby for walk. A 
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chorus of dancers follows him and echoes his heartfelt sentiments but Isha does not give 

in.  “Jaane Bhi De” firmly establishes that Arush does have a genuine affection for Isha 

and his longing for her and a desire for reconciliation, as expressed the song, give an 

emotional explanation for his decision to sabotage her later attempts to find a husband. 

 Along with the creation of the Hero role and the Heroine role from the characters 

of Three Men and a Baby, an omnibus entertainer also needs the addition of parental 

figures.  In this case, giving the Heroine a father, whose desire for a good marriage for his 

daughter led him to tell her that her baby had died, so that she would appear to be a pure 

woman again. Jack, the father in Three Men and a Baby, does call his mother at one point 

to try and get her to take care of his new baby for him but she refuses.  In her one scene, 

Jack’s mother tells him that his child is his responsibility and leaves.  Isha’s father, on the 

other hand, is fully involved in her life, including her love life.  This difference is a 

common one of outlook between America and India.  Parents are still very much a part of 

romantic storylines in Bollywood films.   

Having a film with no parental involvement in the romantic match is so unusual 

that the film Salaam-Namaste (2005) used the novelty of no family involvement in its 

promotional material.  The trailer for Salaam-Namaste has the actors Preity Zinta and 

Saif Ali Khan, playing themselves, explaining what the film is about. 

Saif: [To Preity] Do you want to say a few things about this one that make it different? 
Preity: Well, it’s a love story. 
Saif: [sarcastically] Oh. That’s different. 
Preity: It’s the story about a boy and a girl. 
Saif: [sarcastically] That’s even more different. 
They bicker for a few seconds about who will be talking. 

 Saif: What kind of promotion is this? You’re saying girl and boy meet. They fall in love. Pehle 
milte hai and then they hate each other initially. And then they sing a song. Then they start liking each 
other. And then they want to get married and the families get involved and the mother and fa-  

Preity: No, wait! There is no family. There is no mummy, no papa… 
 Saif: No Sass-Bahu, Maa-Bap Tension? 
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 Preity: No. 
 Saif: Then where is the drama?4 
 
Parental involvement with the romantic lives of their children is taken as a given.  The 

drama in the biggest hit of the last 20 years, Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995), which 

as been playing continuously since then in a theatre in Mumbai, came from parental 

disapproval of the young lovers’ match. A romance without parental involvement is very 

unusual and the lack of family in Three Men and a Baby would not have worked for a 

Bollywood audience. 

 Along with the change in character tropes and relationships and the addition of 

some traditional family values, there is one further narrative addition that is worth 

touching upon.  The character of Al, played by Fardeen Khan, experiences a religious 

awakening.   Al is short for Ali, a Muslim name.  Unlike Three Men and a Baby, or 

indeed unlike most American films, religion is often brought into popular Indian film and 

Heyy Babyy is no exception.  Where the crisis of conscience in Three Men and a Baby 

comes when Peter and Michael unknowingly hand the baby over to some drug dealers 

and then find they cannot let go of their responsibilities so easily, in Heyy Babyy, the 

crisis has religious overtones, hinting at the sacredness of family life in popular Indian 

film.  The baby’s miraculous recovery occurs on Christmas Day, the day when baby 

Jesus was born.  And Al, in his utter despair over the thought that his neglect has killed 

the baby, begins to pray to Allah.  There are scenes of him later using his prayer rug 

while the baby plays happily nearby.  This association of the sacred and the family does 

not occur anywhere in Three Men and a Baby. 

                                                
4 Transcribed by the author, taken from the promotional trailer for the film as viewed on 
the official Yash Raj Films youtube stream at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-
13Ezk7Zxg. 
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 Using songs to provide emotional resonance and meaning and by Indianizing an 

adapting the situations and characters present in the American film Three Men and a 

Baby to fit the narrative demands of an omnibus Bollywood film, there is not enough of 

the original material left to call Heyy Babyy a remake or copy of Three Men and a Baby.  

The plot of the three men taking care of a baby, that takes up most of the film in Three 

Men and a Baby, is only used as the set-up for the main plot of the romance between 

Arush and Isha in Heyy Babyy and is effectively finished before the interval.  Within that 

plot, during the first half of the film, which does borrow some elements from Three Men 

and a Baby, many other elements are changed.  The three male roommates are given a 

different starting place for their path of character growth.  In Heyy Babyy, all three are 

womanizers and Al has given up his religion, where in Three Men and a Baby, Peter has 

commitment issues, Jack is a womanizer and immature, and Michael is just immature.  

And the relationship between the roommates is different.  Three Men and a Baby has the 

three men as equals within a friendship where Heyy Babyy has the men in a traditional 

Hero with two friends relationship.  So, what Heyy Babyy borrows from Three Men and a 

Baby is the idea that three men taking care of a baby is funny, along with some images of 

the men bonding with the baby, seen in the song “Meri Duniya Tu Hi Re.” 

 With perhaps, at most, 20 minutes of material that could be considered as adapted 

from Three Men and a Baby, Heyy Babyy is not a remake of the American film. Many 

other Bollywood adaptations use a similar process in taking stories from American 

movies for a Bollywood audience, but as Nayar explains,  

[F]inished products adapted from foreign works are less remakes than extracted 
skeletons: plot repositories, molded and shaped for a more sufficient and efficient 
cultural refilling… American plots and themes cannot be diaphanously disguised 
in Indian clothing; duplication is impossible. (Nayar, 75) 
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The transition from western culture to eastern culture fundamentally changes the nature 

of these plots.  Three Men and a Baby is much closer to the original French film, Trois 

hommes et un couffin.  As Janet Maslin from the New York Times noted around the time 

of the release of Three Men and a Baby, “the [two] films are intentionally very similar” 

and “no charges of tampering with genius can be leveled.5”  Although there are cultural 

differences between France and the United States and those were addressed in the 

remake, the substance of the film remains the same.  If this kind of direct adaptation is 

the only kind that American film studios are familiar with, it is understandable that they 

would be concerned with the idea of Bollywood borrowing plots.  Yet, if the substance of 

the film being made is markedly different from its Hollywood counterpart, does it count 

as plagiarism?  As mass-market Indian films start to gain more of an audience worldwide, 

this is a question that the American film studios will have to address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
5 Janet Maslin, “Film: ‘Three Men and a Baby’,” New York Times, November 25, 1987 
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